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Introduction

The Essence Numerology Chart takes Numerology to the next level by allowing the process of self-
acceptance and self-advocacy to begin to heal your mind and heart. What makes this Essence Chart so
unique is the healing strategy that has been designed and programmed into the chart. The purpose of this
chart then is simply to provide you with valuable information not ordinarily found about your life anywhere
else including a holistic look at your entire life. Having the ability to view your experiences and then having
the opportunity to look five years into the future definitely has its advantages in helping you to build and
maintain a lifetime of good choices, right decisions, and prosperous experiences because you will have
advance notice of the type of vibrational patterns you will be attracting each year.

The information found in this chart is an accurate, in-depth, and far-reaching look at what you are working
through inwardly (emotionally, intellectually and physically) year-by-year, and is a combination of your
Essence, Personal Year, and Universal Year numbers. These three number combinations represent the
differing physical, mental and spiritual elements that influence each year of your life, tracking you from Age
"1" to your "Current Age" plus "5" Years into the future.

Understanding Your Essence Chart

Your Essence chart is laid out by your age range in 20-year increments, starting from your birth year. The
"Essence" number indicates what you are emotionally working through year-by-year. The "Personal" Year is
what you are attracting on a physical level and the potential experiences you will attract for that year. Both
the Essence and Personal Year numbers are personal to you and are valid from birthday-to-birthday.

Personal Years always begin on your birthday. If your birthday occurs in the second half of the calendar
year, between July 1 through December 31, then you would actually fall under the next year’s vibrational
pattern. The vibrational pull from birthdays in the last half of the year are magnetic and therefore,
automatically pull you towards the following year’s vibration. Our computer program takes this calculation
into consideration, so the Personal Years indicated in your chart are correctly stated for each year and for
those birthdays in the latter half of the year.

Universal Years are not personal to you like the Essence and Personal Years are. They represent the
calendar years that we are all in and are calculated in 9-year cycles, repeating years 1 through 9 over and
over again throughout your lifespan.

When you read your Essence Chart, you will look at the Essence, Personal, and Universal Year numbers
together for a particular year to see what the three vibrational patterns will bring you, year-by-year. A
general full written explanation has been provided for all of the possible number variations that "could" be
calculated for the Essence, Personal, and Universal Year numbers found in your Essence Chart. It’s the
combination of all three numbers shown in your personalized chart by year that paints the entire picture of
what experiences you will attract for the entire year.
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Numbers in Your Essence Chart

The numbers in your chart will either calculate to be a single-digit number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9), or they
will calculate to be a "compound" or three-digit number such as 19/1, 11/2, 13/4, 22/4, 14/5, 23/5, 16/7 or
18/9.

All these numbers have very specific meanings; however, the following compound numbers, 19/1, 11/2,
13/4, 22/4, 14/5, 23/5, 16/7 or 18/9, all have more of an influence over your life’s experiences than the
single-digit numbers due to the multiple vibrational patterns or traits as opposed to one vibrational pattern.
Ideally, if you had a better understanding of what these numbers together represent and how well they will
work together or not – either positively or negatively – you could prepare for the experiences that come with
each compound number. Balancing the combination of these three numbers is key because they are
essentially joined at the hip and must work in sync and act as a team player in order to be effective. The
problem lies when some of these compound numbers don’t work well together (each bringing a different
vibrational pattern that can be disruptive and at odds with each other). If these numbers are not compatible,
they may fall too far to the left, middle or right side of this set of numbers of what each frequency reveals.
For example, a #16/7 trait is known as a karmic lesson. During this period, lessons will be learned and
completed. The aggressive #1 trait represents leadership and creativity, the passive #6 trait is devoted to
family, and the nonaggressive #7 trait, known as the intellectual, seeks knowledge and truth for the purpose
of educating others. The combination of all three characteristics can cause friction if the individual was not
aware of how to balance the magnetic pulls that come from each independent number.

The purpose of the Essence Chart is to bring insight, clarity, understanding and acceptance from your life’s
experiences on a holistic level; where you started, where you’ve traveled, where you currently are, and
what lies ahead for you five years into the future from the date your chart was generated.

The Essence Numerology Chart is generated from your name and birthdate, and the calendar years. Your
Essence Chart is unique only to your personalized information. Following the Essence Chart, you will find
the full explanations for each of the Essence, Personal Year and Universal Year numbers as shown in your
Essence Chart.
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Essence Numerology Master Chart
Age "1" to "Current Age" + "5" Years into the Future

Jane Sue Doe
Birthdate: May 14, 1965

1966 - 1985
Birth Year 1965 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85
Age 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
First Name J A N N N N N E E E E E J A N N N N N E
Middle Name S S S U U U U U U E E E E E S S S U U U
Last Name D D D D O O O O O O O E E E E E D D D D
Essence 8 8 3 6 18/9 18/9 18/9 18/9 18/9 8 8 6 11/2 11/2 13/4 13/4 3 6 6 6
Personal Year 5 6 16/7 8 18/9 19/1 11/2 3 13/4 5 6 16/7 8 18/9 19/1 11/2 3 13/4 5 6
Universal Year 22/4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 22/4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 22/4 5

1986 - 2005
Birth Year 1965 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05
Age 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
First Name E E E E J A N N N N N E E E E E J A N N
Middle Name U U U E E E E E S S S U U U U U U E E E
Last Name O O O O O O O E E E E E D D D D O O O O
Essence 18/9 18/9 18/9 8 13/4 13/4 8 6 13/4 13/4 13/4 16/7 6 6 6 6 14/5 13/4 8 8
Personal Year 16/7 8 18/9 19/1 11/2 3 13/4 5 6 16/7 8 18/9 19/1 11/2 3 13/4 14/5 6 16/7 8
Universal Year 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 22/4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2006 - 2025
Birth Year 1965 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
Age 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
First Name N N N E E E E E J A N N N N N E E E E E
Middle Name E E S S S U U U U U U E E E E E S S S U
Last Name O O O E E E E E D D D D O O O O O O O E
Essence 8 8 6 13/4 13/4 16/7 16/7 16/7 11/2 11/2 6 14/5 8 8 8 8 6 6 6 16/7
Personal Year 18/9 19/1 11/2 3 13/4 14/5 6 16/7 8 18/9 19/1 11/2 3 13/4 14/5 6 16/7 8 18/9 19/1
Universal Year 8 9 1 11/2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 11/2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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2026 - 2026
Birth Year 1965 26
Age 61
First Name J
Middle Name U
Last Name E
Essence 3
Personal Year 11/2
Universal Year 1
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Essence Numbers

The essence is the emotional side of you and foretells the setting, the nature, and the duration of the inner
experiences that you must work through to attain spiritual growth and awareness throughout life that your
journey demands. These are the physical, mental, and spiritual elements that influence you during a
particular year of your life and are the summation of the numerical vibrations of your total name. The
Essence, the obligations of the Personal Year, and the Universal Year together form the scenario for the
challenges you must work through. Your Essence number represents an emotional stage in your personal
growth and reveals what you are ready to attract and integrate into your life. The Personal Year is what type
of physical experiences you are likely to attract on a yearly basis, keeping in mind that you do have free will
and choice that can supersede your spiritual master plan assigned to you at birth. The Universal Year
indicates how the affairs of the world tend to influence the attitude of mankind. The combination of your
Essence, Personal, and Universal Years should really be considered together to complete the total picture
for each year.

Your #1 Essence

This Essence is about the desire to assume a leadership role in your life, to move forward in a positive
direction which brings new beginnings, ideas, and opportunities necessary to improve the structure of your
life for the better.

Your #19/1 Essence

This Essence is the desire for new beginnings as well as endings and completions. Important lessons are
meant to be learned during this time requiring you to make choices between right and wrong action as a test
of character. The independence of action of the aggressive #1 trait (to move forward) and the idealism of the
nonaggressive #9 trait (service to mankind) combined, may result in the person responding in a resistant
way due to the incompatibility of the traits. It’s important to be aware of this and work through this
discovery period with grace and an open mind, striking a balance between your personal gains and spiritual
growth.

Your #2 Essence

This Essence is the desire for personal growth and requires a spirit of cooperation in all relationships,
especially partnerships. Patience and a pleasant disposition are important to attain the peace that this period
requires. Your sensitivity, avoidance of confrontation, and drama will play a big part in how you handle
your affairs in dealing with your emotions.

Your #11/2 Essence

This Essence is an important learning period. There could be a shock due to a sudden breakup in a
partnership, personal or business, or loss that may cause a crisis in life. A sudden separation may occur, as
this is the year that partnerships dominate the scene. Any such experience should be interpreted as an
opportunity to attain greater spiritual growth and awareness and for developing your intuition.
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Your #3 Essence

This Essence is the time to concentrate on self-expression and developing your creative talent. This is an
outgoing expression with the emphasis on making new friends, pleasure, and realizing more happiness. Take
care not to scatter your forces during this time as you can become impulsive and spin out of control.

Your #4 Essence

This Essence is the desire to build or rebuild a better foundation in your life. Progress may seem slow to
you but it is steadfast. This is the time to establish order in your affairs on a personal and business level.
This Essence also emphasizes the need to maintain good health habits.

Your #13/4 Essence

This Essence is the desire to build or rebuild a better foundation in your life. This combination of traits
denotes the powerful combination of the aggressive leadership #1 trait and the expressive, ambitious and
impulsive #3 trait, that’s somewhat restricted by the conservative, practical and rigid #4 trait. The #4 trait is
slow to move forward and therefore, slows down the other two traits that want to move forward making this
set of traits essentially in conflict. Maintain good health habits.

Your #22/4 Essence

This Essence is the desire for spiritual and personal growth and attaining a much better understanding of
yourself and how to improve your relationships as a result of your sensitivity and avoidance of
confrontation. There is a need to establish good relations with others as the 2s represent partnerships, being
more of a diplomat/peacemaker and developing your intuition. Try to assume a slower pace and be patient
with this year and yourself.

Your #5 Essence

This Essence is the desire for freedom, movement, and forward progress. It may also bring travel, change,
excitement, and a greater social life. Try to avoid the tendency to scatter your energies, your money, or time.
This may appear to be a period of unsettlement for you for things are in a state of change. This is a time for
patience, calm and avoiding overindulgences in all areas so you don’t spin out of control with your
impulsive behavior.

Your #14/5 Essence

This Essence promises forward movement with the possibility of some friction in business or personal
relations (could be a risky time). It is important to be willing to work through this period with grace and
realize that this will pass. The combination of these three numbers represents an aggressive leadership
desire with the pioneering spirit of the aggressive #1 trait, working with the conservative and rigid trait of
the nonaggressive #4 controller. The adventurous and impulsive #5 trait cannot be restricted by the #4 trait;
therefore, there can be some disruption for the person who does not clearly understand the divergent pulls of
this vibration.
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Your #23/5 Essence

This Essence should be a joyful and creative period of playtime for you this year. The passive #2 trait
brings the peace and diplomacy while the impulsive #3 trait stands for joy and creativity. The impulsive #5
trait represents freedom, change, and perhaps travel, so this combination of traits bring progress in many
areas based on your free will and choice.

Your #6 Essence

This Essence centers around the domestic affairs of the family, home, children, and service in the community
as someone who wants to serve others.

Your #7 Essence

This Essence is an excellent time for self-improvement, spiritual growth, and education to attain a better
way of living. This is the number of the seeker of the truth and the study of metaphysics is desirable. Watch
your health as this is a period of decreased physical activity and the desire to be alone. If a loss does occur,
it is important to accept this as an opportunity to grow spiritually.

Your #16/7 Essence

This Essence is an excellent time for self-improvement, spiritual growth, and education to attain a better
way of living. This is the number of the seeker of the truth and the study of metaphysics is desirable. Watch
your health as this is a period of decreased physical activity and the desire to be alone. The combination of
these three traits, aggressive #1, passive #6 and nonaggressive #7 cause incompatibility in your emotional
well- being. If you experience some loss or upset during this time, it is important to accept this as an
opportunity to grow spiritually. The #16/7 trait is a combination of conflicting vibrational patterns that can
cause an upheaval in the structure of your life. It does not last long and a new life opens up after the
experience is over.

Your #8 Essence

This Essence offers the chance for advancement and greater recognition in your career. It also requires
constant work and effort. The desire to get your life organized is intense. It is important to balance this great
ambition and drive with spiritual growth. Money can be made during this period but you must know what
you are doing and not trust to luck.

Your #9 Essence

This Essence is a period that may bring emotional events that are endings and completions on a personal or
business level. There may also be an emotional experience to work through during this time. There could
even be a romance and marriage during this period from a rebound situation. The nature of the experiences
that you will attract depends on your level of understanding of life and your emotional maturity.
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Your #18/9 Essence

This Essence is a period that may bring success in any business or artistic profession that you have chosen
to express your talent. There may also be an emotional experience to work through if there are many “nines”
in your chart. There could even be a romance, marriage or the end of a relationship. Money can be made
with the right attitude. The nature of the experiences that you will attract to you depends on your level of
understanding of life and your emotional maturity. The #18/9 trait often refers to the affairs of corporate
business. It is important to have a good knowledge of legal matters, then assume a positive attitude if there is
a challenge of a legal nature. This is a very powerful and ambitious vibrational trait and is generally
business related and successful.

Personal Year Numbers

Your Personal Years are one of the most important tools in understanding and preparing you for the true
nature of events you are to experience during that year. The Personal Year clearly defines what can be
expected, what to avoid, and the nature of your personal affairs to be experienced. This knowledge should
be used in conjunction with that of your birthdate numbers, and the Universal Years to show the correlation
of all the events and responsibilities that exist between these factors.

The Personal Years technically begin on your birthdate. If the birthdate falls in the last part of the calendar
year (July 1 through December 31), then the Personal Year comes under the vibration of the “following”
year, even though the individual will have felt the strong vibrational pull months prior to the birthdate. It is
easier to flow with life once you know in advance what to expect on a yearly basis, like having a roadmap
for guidance. Knowing what the year may bring can give you advance notice to better prepare you for the
unexpected events that may occur at any time. It also enhances the ability to live in grace rather than suffer
from the pangs of resistance and fear that uncertainty often brings.

Your #1 Personal Year

This Personal Year is getting ready for major changes as you are at a crossroad in your life and need to stay
on target. Making new plans and taking action are the keynotes of aggressive #1 year for it marks the
beginning of a new nine-year cycle. What you set in motion this year creates the foundation for the rest of the
nine-year cycle. How hard you work, and the kind of foundation you build, will follow you throughout this
cycle. This requires persistence and courage on your part since the next nine years will depend a great deal
upon what you do now. This is the time to make all necessary changes for your future success and to decide
exactly what you want out of life. Be aware that there may be some emotional turmoil in the first few months
while you are in the thrust of making changes. As you move into the second half of the year you should see
the decisions you’ve made materialize, and by the end of the year you will see the fruits of your labor begin
to pay off.
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Your #19/1 Personal Year

This Personal Year is about getting ready for major changes as you are at a crossroad in your life and need
to stay on target. This year is considered to be a compelling year for it brings with it the aggressive #1 trait
that represents new beginnings and creativity, while the nonaggressive #9 trait brings endings, completions,
or transformation. The second aggressive #1 trait brings with it a leadership ability to pave new roads, seed
planting, and high energy. The way this combination of numbers works is you move forward, eliminate what
no longer serves you, and then you move forward again.

This year will likely yield a very powerful, electrical vibration, or resulting in becoming a test of character
and an emotionally challenging time for you. This is due to the conflict in vibrational patterns amongst the
three vibrational traits.

Your #2 Personal Year

This Personal Year is the year that tact, diplomacy, and cooperation will bring you your greatest success
and reward. It also requires a delicate sense of balance, and a willingness to go around obstacles, without
losing sight of your goals. Because your sensitivity and openness are heightened, many people find their
partner in this year, so your focus should be on relationships, partnerships, and the home. Business
partnerships are also important and need to be cultivated. Strengthen friendships and be patient as new
opportunities can drop in your lap unexpectedly. You may feel moody, experience nervous energies, and
cry. This year deals with emotional health and maintaining balance but will be one of growth and
advancement, but through gentle means. Patience and time are the keynotes of this Personal Year. It is not
advisable to make big changes during this year, but rather remain in status quo and seek a more peaceful
year.

Your #11/2 Personal Year

This Personal Year is one for spiritual growth and inspiration being the keynotes of this vibration. It is a
time of increased emotional and nervous energy, so there is a need to listen to your own intuition for
guidance. Your increased psychic and creative abilities will reach an all-time high and be an inspiration to
others. This could also become a heartbreaking time involving a disruption in either personal or business
relations, such as an ending of a relationship or starting of a new one.

Your #3 Personal Year

This Personal Year is for self-expression, expansion, and growth. It is a time of heightened personal
expression such as taking up art, writing, and music or speaking but for sure, moving forward with your
goals. The focus of this year is creation, education, travel, social activities, career and friendships, old and
new. You are highly dynamic and charismatic in addition to being impulsive, so you will need grounding to
prevent spinning out of control. You may choose to let go of friendships that have become one-sided and a
drain of your energy or those who don’t contribute anything to your life. This could be a successful year with
the fruition of all your energies and talents. Try not to scatter your energies, money, or emotions. It is the
time to put ideas into reality. Plan the career you think will fulfill your greatest ambitions, talents, and
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Your #4 Personal Year

This Personal Year is for building new foundations or organizations and making concrete plans for a more
secure future by being organized and practical. Hard work, personal discipline, overcoming obstacles and
limitations are the focus of this year. This is a good year to buy real estate, relocate, or remodel your home
in addition to selling and trading. You may meet a partner this year, for the nonaggressive #4 year is one of
getting your affairs in order and establishing a new foundation. In addition, this is a practical year that
requires you to “keep very focused” whether you want to or not. Organization, order, and a systematic
approach are important in all that you do. Handle all business and legal matters from an efficient, organized,
and stable position.

Your #13/4 Personal Year

This Personal Year is a powerful combination of three vibrational traits that must work together in order to
be effective as team players. It combines the aggressive leadership of the #1 trait, and the impulsive,
creative energy of the #3 trait. The nonaggressive #4 trait on the other hand, is known for bringing forth
ideas for building foundations that benefit mankind. This is a rigid trait but adds to the talent for detail,
discipline, and the ability to overcome obstacles. This combination of these traits, aggressive, impulsive
and nonaggressive can cause incompatibility if there is not an understanding on how these traits operate on a
vibrational level.

Your #22/4 Personal Year

This Personal Year may be one where nervous energy is magnified because this is a Master number where
the intensity of this year is greatly enhanced or elevated because of this powerful vibrational trait. The
passive “twos” bring increased emotion and sensitivity to this vibration while the nonaggressive #4 trait
emphasizes detail, hard work, discipline, and stability. Concentrate on taking time to get your affairs in
order during this vibration. This will also be a time for personal relationships, whether you are ending one
or starting a new one. Ultimately, you will find great rewards through working in the name of humanity and
the world, and you should find yourself drawn toward deep involvement in humanitarian organizations and
foundations to bring forth great ideas for benefiting mankind.

Your #5 Personal Year

Ths Personal Year will be a dynamic change after last year’s struggle. Release the old and adopt the new.
Freedom and change are the keynotes of this exciting year, bringing opportunity for new growth and
expansion and the possibility for travel. It also promises variety, change, and progress. The feeling of
restlessness may be present during this year, requiring that you make definite changes and establish goals of
your freedom wisely and prudently and to act quickly on them. Adopt new ideas and accept this change in
the spirit of progress and excitement. The channels of communication may easily open up to you during this
year. Make the most of this energetic period, as it is not the time to scatter your forces or fall into a rut, so
remain grounded. Resolve old issues and create balance in your life. Avoid over indulgences and be aware
that this year may present challenges, so it’s important to proceed with grace.
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Your #14/5 Personal Year

This Personal Year may bring some dissatisfaction and friction. That’s because there are three traits that are
generally in conflict with each other: aggressive, controlling and impulsive. The aggressive #1 trait desires
to express leadership of its creative and original ideas while the impulsive #5 trait is the vibration of
freedom, change, and variety. Between these two numbers is the rigid and controlling #4 trait that stands for
detail, discipline, routine, and the importance of a solid foundation. In this case, the #5 trait of the #14/5
trait suggests change and action with uncertainty in money matters dealing with speculation or investment
and therefore, this combination is known as risky business involving business matters.

Your #23/5 Personal Year

This Personal Year is a combination of three unique traits. The passive #2 trait desires peace and harmony
mingled with the impulsive social, creative, and joy of the #3 trait. The second impulsive #5 trait requires
freedom, change, travel, and variety. Together these numbers create a pleasant, creative, and lively
vibration. Freedom and change are the keynotes of this exciting year, bringing opportunity for new growth
and expansion and the possibility for travel. The feeling of restlessness may be present during the year,
requiring you to make definite changes and establish goals for your freedom wisely and prudently and to act
quickly on them. Adopt new ideas and accept this change in the spirit of progress and excitement. The
channels of communication may easily open up to you during this year. Make the most of this energetic
period, as it is not the time to scatter your forces or fall into a rut but rather, you will need grounding so you
don’t spin out of control. Resolve old issues and create balance in your life. Avoid over indulgences and be
aware that this year may present some challenges, so it’s important to proceed with grace.

Your #6 Personal Year

This Personal Year is the year to concentrate on creating harmony, balance, and adjustment in all business,
community, and domestic affairs. It is also a good time for marriage as you desire to love and be loved
which is vital to your health and happiness, establishing a home, or engaging in a community project. Home,
family, relationships, and career are your key focus. During this year you could also be ending or starting a
new relationship because this is a domestic adjustment type of year.

Family members are your priority, even though they can drain your energies in addition to needing your help,
especially financial. Regardless of the circumstances, you will always be there to accept your responsibility
with support. You can cement great friendships and find new and lasting ones during this year. The strong
desire to establish order should bring great satisfaction to you and may require that you listen to the advice
of others. Strive to keep your ideals high in spite of what may appear to be an unfair situation.
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Your #7 Personal Year

This Personal Year is for you to seek greater understanding, pursue intellectual interests, establish peace of
mind, and to spend more time alone. It is also the time for mental housecleaning and for increasing spiritual
enlightenment through mediation. You can feel a bit depressed or lonely at times as you search for your
life’s mission by allowing your soul to guide your destiny.

Your metaphysical interests will expand your awareness of things beyond third dimensional reality. The
desire to be alone to escape from normal pressures of life may prevail, so this is not a good time for social
activities. Take advantage of this time to build up your health and improve your mind. You are actually
laying the foundation for future plans and goals, which will be of great importance to you. This should be
considered a period of waiting. You will sense decreased physical energy, so avoid the feeling of
depression that this could bring. Follow your hunches and flow with the slower pace of this year.

Your #16/7 Personal Year

This Personal Year is a year for mental house cleaning and spiritual growth. It is a good time for
introspection and spiritual growth as you may experience less physical energy because of the increased
mental activity. The #16/7 trait is a combination of aggressive #1, passive #6 and nonaggressive #7
vibrational traits that will cause incompatibility and is therefore, considered to be a karmic year with
lessons to be learned for that reason. It’s important to live through any disruptive experience with grace and
tolerance. Go through this time with the understanding of knowing it is for your higher self and inner growth
to avoid the feeling of being depressed as the #7 trait requires alone time that leads to depression if
secluded for longer periods of time.

Your #8 Personal Year

This Personal Year brings great opportunities for business and financial success. Your power is visible and
strong, and your mental creativity is high. Your vision and intuition will guide you while you become more
efficient and focused. Money, power, business, and career are the keynotes of this year; however, you
should be cautioned that this could be a year of financial loss if you don’t remain focused and motivated.
Planning, organizing, and putting into action new ideas follow suit. Since this is a business year, control
your emotions and face the real facts in order to bring improvement in your financial situation. During this
time, you may want to buy a new car or travel – just to avoid boredom. It’s also very important to balance
your business drive with volunteering your services and taking the time to join worthwhile organizations.
This will bring you much satisfaction in the long run. This branching out into business and charitable affairs
will give you a greater sense of freedom and accomplishment and undoubtedly, will be a very satisfying
year for you.
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Your #9 Personal Year

This Personal Year is for completions and endings that come before the beginning of a new nine-year cycle.
This is the time to move on from relationships or things that no longer work for you. This can be a very
difficult year, particularly if you do not like change. Completion brings with it the chance for new
opportunities and interests in life for the incoming cycle, which can be full of changes with abundant energy.
It is the time to let go of old attitudes and habits to make room for the new. Try to assume an impersonal
attitude toward the changes and challenges of this year. Many decisions will have to be made. Try not to
work too hard and take good care of your health for you have much to do in the coming year. Be social and
communicative, and enjoy music and other arts. Your creativity is higher than usual during this year. The
influence of this year is generally felt strongly, perhaps stronger than any other time. You will experience the
element of excitement of a new and promising year.

Your #18/9 Personal Year

This Personal Year is associated with social, political/military, financial, religious and/or medical arenas.
It forms a magnetic force to do good work benefiting mankind. The aggressive #1 trait represents leadership,
originality, and creative ideas along with efficiency to the equation. The aggressive #8 trait is very efficient
and has sound judgment with the ability for multitasking and is more financially motivated and ambitious
than the other two traits.

The nonaggressive #9 trait holds with it the vibrational energy of the numbers 1 - 8 that make up the #9 trait
that represents completion, force, energy, healing, universality, and compassion. The #9 trait is the number
of services to mankind (acting like a compassionate humanitarian). The #9 trait in known for needing to
offload what no longer works; thus, creating an emotional aspect of letting go in order to be progressive.
With this combination of traits, the #18/9 trait is the most successful and financial set of numbers.

Universal Year Numbers

Universal Year numbers are not personal to you and represent each year we are all in and the vibrational
patterns of world affairs of that particular year that affects everyone and everything that is going on around
us. And these unfolding vibrational patterns are felt by everyone “equally.” It is of prime importance that
you grasp and understand how your personal reality and life experiences fit into what the Universal Years
bring. People of all walks of life, cultures, religions, political views, and more are interacting and reacting
to those “Universal” events. The nature of “Universal” vibrational patterns is such that you really have no
control over them. You cannot manipulate or change them, in and of themselves. But the numbers of your
“personal” patterns (your Essence and Personal Years) can blend with the Universal numbers to create an
environment which will be defined by your personal information contained within your blueprint assigned at
birth.
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Keep in mind that your Essence and Personal Year numbers are “personal” to you while the Universal
Years are not. You will still want to pay attention to the Universal Year numbers along with focusing on
your Essence and Personal Year numbers to see the whole picture for that particular year.

Your #1 Universal Year

This Universal Year is the start of new beginnings, putting plans in place, moving forward in your life and is
an aggressive year to accomplish your goals.

Your #2 Universal Year

This Universal Year is considered to be a status quo year and it is not recommended that you take on "new"
projects because this year is meant to be a quieter year, less energy, peaceful, and generally wanting to
concentrate on your relationships.

Your #11/2 Universal Year

This Universal Year will likely be very electrical in nature; highly emotional, and highly charged.

Your #3 Universal Year

This Universal Year is known as a “play” year to express yourself creatively as well as traveling and
socializing.

Your #4 Universal Year

This Universal Year is the year to get your affairs in order; either building or rebuilding (personal or
business) and is actually known as a “work” year.

Your #22/4 Universal Year

This Universal Year stands for “ideal realized” and continually striving for perfection either building or
rebuilding on a personal or business level.

Your #5 Universal Year

This Universal Year is a year for unexpected changes where anything goes.

Your #6 Universal Year

This Universal Year is a year for domestic adjustment generally surrounding personal relationships, family
and friends.

Your #7 Universal Year

This Universal Year is a year for endings and completions, education, self-evaluation, and concentrating on
personal development.
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Your #8 Universal Year

This Universal Year is a year for feeling motivated, looking for business opportunities, getting organized,
and paving the road for improving your financial portfolio.

Your #9 Universal Year

This Universal Year is a year of emotional endings and completions but be open to change as change brings
new opportunities.
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